Our Staff

Auditor’s report

New partners

2014 awards & certificates

Citigroup Micro-Entrepreneurship Awards (CMA)
International Microentrepreneurship Award (IMA)
Micro-Entrepreneur of Honor

Burj branch, Mount Lebanon, best performing branch for 2014
Baalbek branch, Bekaa, best performing branch for 2014

“The feeling of success is wonderful but the feeling of renewed success is even more amazing, above all when you see your achievement valued by your management and colleagues, you start realizing that it is Al Majmoua itself that made you successful”.

“We send greetings full of giving and love to all those who contributed to our success in obtaining the award of best performing branch in 2014, and to all those who helped us in building our family. We also wish long-lasting success for Al Majmoua”.

Human Capital Development...

...through capacity building

...with women constituting a diverse staff of

...equal opportunity employment...

Our Staff

Staff rotation rate is calculated using the MIX formula

During 2014, the Burj branch disbursed a cumulative value of USD 5 million through more than 3,900 loans.

During 2014, the Baalbek branch disbursed a cumulative value of USD 4.6 million through more than 3,400 loans.
responsibility

Our Clients

Our Responsibility

Financial inclusion

Financial inclusion

Listening to... 

Director of Al Majmoua

The Executive Director of Al Majmoua, Dr. Youssef Fawaz, spoke about the organization’s commitment to financial inclusion and client satisfaction. He highlighted the importance of listening to the needs of clients and adapting the loan products accordingly.

Since 2007, Hourieh has a cumulative borrowing history of USD 8,100 through 5 micro-entrepreneur loans. Her troupe was able to preserve the Palestinian heritage.
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Since 2007, Hourieh has a cumulative borrowing history of USD 8,100 through 5 micro-entrepreneur loans. Her troupe was able to preserve the Palestinian heritage.

At the same time, “Al Koufieh” troupe said, “I want to thank Al Majmoua for its support in helping us achieve our dream. In the name of “Al Koufieh” troupe, I want to thank Al Majmoua for its support in helping us achieve our dream.

For our clients, “Al Majmoua” maintained the expansion of both its financial and non-financial programs during 2014. Our client base and business to others.

We changed many things at work. I began bookkeeping, and have provided me! I’ve been able to implement and develop a cultural center featuring different artistic and cultural creations, in addition to documenting and preserving the Palestinian heritage.
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